Translation, cross-cultural adaptation and factor analysis of the Persian version of ankle instability instrument
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Abstract

Background: Ankle Instability Instrument (AII) is a questionnaire for determination of ankle stability status. The aim of this study is to cross-culturally translate and investigate the reliability and validity of AII in a sample of Persian-speaking Iranians, suffering from ankle sprain.

Methods: One hundred twenty persons with a history of ankle sprain were recruited in the study. All participants completed the Persian version of Ankle Instability Instrument, Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool (CAIT), Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM) and Foot and Ankle Outcome Score (FAOS) at the baseline. Out of them, 60 randomly selected subjects completed the questionnaires once more, one week later. Face validity, Test–retest reliability, internal consistency, standard error of measurement, minimal metric detectable change, spearman’s correlation coefficient and confirmatory factor analysis of AII measured. We used Lisrel v 8.80 software with significant level of p<0.05.

Results: Persian version of AII is clear and unambiguous and its qualitative face validity was confirmed in the pilot study on the 20 subjects with a lateral ankle sprain. The interclass correlation coefficient, Cronbach’s alpha, standard error of measurement and minimal metric detectable change were 0.93, 0.87, 0.81 and 2.25 (95% confidence interval, 0.85-0.96). The Spearman correlations coefficients between AII, and CAIT, FAAM and FAOS measures were 0.91, 0.71 and 0.69 respectively. The original three factor structure of AII was replicated based on the confirmatory factor analysis. Which showed an adequate fit of the model to the data and goodness-of-various fit indices.

Conclusion: The Ankle Instability Instrument Persian Version (AII-PV) is a reliable and valid measure for assessing the ankle stability status.
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Introduction

Ankle sprain is one of the most common musculoskeletal injuries among physically active individuals (1). About 40 to 75 percent of people with a history of lateral ankle sprain may suffer from residual symptoms such as activity induced pain, recurrent swellings, giving way and recurrent injury (2). These residual symptoms may result in chronic ankle instability (CAI), both mechanical (MAI) and functional ankle instability (FAI) (2, 3). Studying individuals with MAI or FAI together as a single group (as CAI) may lead to inconsistent research results. Therefore, it is suggested to categorize, evaluate and treat these two conditions as separate clinical entities (3).

Approximately 40% of ankle sprains end to FAI which was first defined by Freeman in 1965 as a tendency for the foot to give way and has been considered as the primary criterion for the assessment and diagnosis of FAI (4). Thereafter, several definitions and inclusion criteria for FAI have been introduced, including the grade of the initial...
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sprain, the presence and repetition of giving way, the frequency of ankle sprains and the last time when affected by ankle sprain (5, 6).

Because of the controversy about FAI characteristics, and the limited tests and screening instruments for the diagnosis of FAI, its primary definition is the frequent subjective report of ankle giving way (5). Ankle Instability Instrument (AII) was developed by Docherty in 2006 in an attempt to provide a more specific definition of FAI utilizing the common mentioned symptoms (5, 7). AII covers different aspects of ankle instability including the history, presence and severity of ankle instability and the state of functional performance. The acceptable reliability of AII have been reported by the developers (5).

AII has been frequently used to classify individuals with a history of ankle sprain, as well as to provide an inclusion criteria for identification of FAI (7-11). By means of AII, we can also determine changes in self-reported function after any intervention (7).

To the best of authors' knowledge, AII has not been translated and validated into Persian among Iranian subjects with a history of ankle sprain. The aim of the present study was to translate and cross-culturally adapt AII into Persian and to evaluate its psychometric properties in terms of reliability, validity and its factor structure in Persian-speaking patients with a lateral ankle sprain.

Methods

Instruments

AII is a discriminative instrument consisting of 9 Yes/No questions for evaluation of functional ankle instability (5). Its initial version included 21 questions about ankle instability. It was modified to a 9-item questionnaire without any subscales (5). From clinical point, AII is designed to classify participants as either having FAI or not at different time; after their injuries and treatments. The International Ankle Consortium, recommended the cut-off score of 5 YES response out of 9 9 Yes/No questions as the inclusion criteria for FAI (10).

To assess the convergent validation of AII, two other instruments, CAIT, FAAM and FAOS were used. Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool (CAIT) is another discriminative instrument, for measuring the severity of functional ankle instability. It is a 9-item questionnaire, with a maximum score of 30 and a cut-off point of 27.5, with lower scores indicating more severe functional ankle instabilities (9).

The Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM) is a region-specific questionnaire for measuring the function of foot and ankle. It is composed of two separately-scored dimensions; the Activity of Daily Living and Sports subscales with 21 and 8 items, respectively. Each item is scored on a 5-point Likert scale from 0 to 4 representing different levels of difficulty in functional activities (unable to do, extreme difficulty, moderate difficulty, slight difficulty and no difficulty). Higher scores indicate higher levels of function for each subscale (11, 12).

The Foot and Ankle Outcome Score (FAOS) is a region-specific evaluative questionnaire for measuring foot and ankle function. It is a 42-item questionnaire with five subscales: Pain (9 items), Symptoms (7 items), Activity of Daily Life (17 items), Sport and Recreation (5 items), and ankle and foot related Quality of Life (4 items). A five-point Likert scale (0 to 4 indicating severe, moderate, mild and no problem respectively) is used in FAOS to score each item, with higher scores indicating higher levels of function (13, 14).

Participants

A consecutive sample of 120 Persian-speaking people with a history of lateral ankle sprain were recruited from April 2016 to February 2017, through advertising in the university campus, hospitals, physiotherapy clinics and general community in Tehran, the capital of Iran. Participants were excluded if they had head, spine or lower extremity acute or chronic diseases or injuries within 3 months before participation; or any history of ankle fracture or surgery.

All participants signed an informed consent form approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Iran University of Medical Sciences in Tehran, prior to participation. Ethic Committee Code number: IR.IUMS.REC.1395.9211342211.

Translation

The International Quality of Life Assessment protocol was used to translate AII into Persian (14). The permission was obtained from the developer, Carrie L. Docherty, for translating the questionnaire.

Two native Persian-speaking translators translated the English version of AII into Persian. Then, in a meeting with the investigators, the translations were compared for inconsistencies in order to prepare a common preliminary Persian translation.

A native Persian expert translator evaluated the quality of the preliminary Persian questionnaire considering clarity, common language use, and conceptual equivalence and modified it if necessary. The final Persian version was backward translated into English by a native English-Persian speaking translator. The backward translation was checked and approved by the developer (Docherty) for conceptual equivalence. Later, its face validity was examined on 20 subjects with a history of ankle sprain in order to find any difficult, ambiguous and confusing items.

Procedures

At the first visit, all participants received four region-specific questionnaires (AII, CAIT, FAAM, and FAOS), in a random order. The questionnaires were filled for a second time by 60 participants one week later to be used for test-retest reliability. Participants with any change in their health status during the test-retest period were excluded from retest evaluation. During all test sessions, an investigator was present to ensure that no external distractions occurred during the testing period. Respondents were allowed to have as much time as necessary to complete the questionnaires. The scores of all questionnaires collected at the first session were used to evaluate floor and ceiling effects, construct validity and factor structure.
**Statistical Analysis**

Floor and ceiling effects: Floor or ceiling effects evaluate the instrument's ability in discriminating subjects with different levels of the studied attribute (15). Floor or ceiling effects are present if more than 15% of the sample has the minimum or maximum of AII score range, respectively (14).

Internal Consistency: The homogeneity of the AII items was evaluated by calculating internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha coefficients. Coefficients above 0.70 is considered as acceptable internal consistencies (16).

Test-Retest reliability: In order to examine relative reliability, two-way random effects model of Interclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC2,1) and its 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for questionnaire scores in test and retest sessions were calculated. ICCs above 0.70 is considered as good reliability levels (14). In addition, Standard Errors of Measurement (SEM) and Minimally Metric Detectable Changes (MMDC) were calculated to examine absolute test-retest reliability. SEM is the square root of the mean square error term from analysis of variance as an estimate of measurement precision associated with repeated measurements. Observed SEM values were used for computing the MMDC which was defined as 95% CI of SEM (+1.96×√2×SEM). MMDC is a measure of the minimal change in a variable which can be considered reliably beyond measurement error (15, 17).

**Validity**

Construct validity: Convergent validity as a measure of the relationship between the scores of an intended instrument with other validated and conceptually similar/correlated instruments was assessed (9). Spearman’s correlation coefficients between AII and CAIT, FAAM and FAOS were computed. Coefficients below 0.30, between 0.30 and 0.60, and above 0.60 were considered as weak, moderate and strong correlations, respectively (14).

Factorial validity: Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted to confirm the factor structure of the AII original version. According to Docherty, AII consists of three factors, including Severity of Initial Ankle Sprain, History of Ankle Instability and Instability during Activities of Daily Life.

According to Bollen and Long, recommendations (18), evaluation of each model should be based on a variety of fit measures to test the goodness of fit. In the present study, model fit was assessed using a number of goodness-of-fit indices including \( \chi^2 \), Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) and Comparative Fit Index (CFI) by Lisrel v.8.80 software and the level of significant was set at \( p<0.05 \).

**Results**

**Translation**

The preliminary Persian version of AII as well as its backward translated version received no significant comments on the translation quality and conceptual equivalence. The respondents reported no difficulty in understanding and completing the Persian version of AII during the pilot study. Therefore, the preliminary Persian version of AII questionnaire was satisfactorily face valid.

**Descriptive Statistics**

The descriptive profile of the participants are shown in Table 1. All of the subjects had sprained ankles and were between 20-50 years of age. AII scores showed a mean (SD) of 5.77 (2.48), a median of 6 and a range between 1 and 9.

**Floor or ceiling effects**

Less than 15% of participants had the lowest or highest possible scores of the total score of AII. No floor or ceiling effects of the Persian AII observed (Table 2).

**Reliability**

The values of Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, ICC, SEM and MMDC for AII total score and its factors are shown in Table 3.
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Construct Validity

Convergent validity was studied by evaluating the correlations between the AII and other theoretically-related questionnaires. The scores of AII and CAIT, which are expected to measure similar constructs, showed a high significant positive spearman correlation coefficient ($p<0.001$, $r=0.91$), the other correlations were positive and moderate ($0.91$ and $0.69$ for FAAM and FAOS respectively).

CFA was performed on the covariance matrix of AII items. The three-factor model, originally proposed by Docherty et al. (5) specifies a pattern of correlations between the factors and items. The hypothesized three-factor model, fitted the data well according to the values of chi-square, RMSA, GFI, AGFI and CFI which were $334.9$ ($p=0.12$), $0.08$, $0.77$, $0.85$, $0.76$ respectively. The fitting model and its parameter estimates are shown in Fig. 1. The factor loadings ranged between $0.44$ and $0.76$. The correlations between the three factors are depicted as curved arrows between the circles which ranged between $0.25$ and $0.51$.

Consistent with its original version of AII and other ankle questionnaires, our results showed that the Persian version of AII, is a reliable and valid measure of ankle instability status.

Discussion

The original English version of this instrument showed high test-retest reliability and internal consistency (ICC=0.95, Cronbach’s $\alpha=0.89$) which is comparable to the result of the present study (ICC=0.93, Cronbach’s $\alpha=0.87$) (5).

Hadadi et al. on 105 subjects with a history of ankle sprain and 30 control subjects, reported ICCs of CAIT questionnaire, $0.95$ and $0.91$ for right and left ankles, respectively. Moreover, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were higher than $0.70$ for both ankles and in both groups (20).

The psychometric properties of Persian AII were in agreement with other Persian versions of region-specific questionnaires including FAAM and FAOS. Mazaheri et al (17) found that Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of $0.97$, ICC of $0.98$ and SEM of $3.13$ for the ADL subscale of the Persian version of FAAM. They also reported a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of $0.94$, ICC of $0.98$ and SEM of $3.53$ for Sports subscales of the Persian version of FAAM.

Negahban et al (14) concluded that all of the Persian FAOS subscales have very high ICCs, ranging from $0.92$ to $0.96$, with most of the subscales’ Cronbach’s alpha coefficients above $0.7$. Therefore, the Persian version of AII has a test-retest reliability comparable to other ankle instruments, indicating its effectiveness in both the clinical and research settings.

The use of AII to identify the presence of functional ankle instability is suggested (21). On the first and second trials

![Fig. 1. Standardized factor loadings of the 3-factor model of Docherty in patients with a sprained ankle.](image-url)
of measurement, 45 and 46 participants were identified as having FAI, respectively. 45 subjects common between these two trials. One subject without FAI on the first trial showed one score increase on her second trial. This slight disparity might be due to the borderline score on the first trial. In general, AI was shown to be an instrument by which subjects with sprained ankles could report their symptoms on successive occasions with a high level of reliability and can, therefore, be used in order to discriminate participants with and without FAI.

In addition, significant associations were found between AI and CAIT, FAAM, and FAOS. The correlations were high for CAIT to moderate for other scales. As AI is developed as a measure to identify FAI, stronger correlation between AI and CAIT as another discriminative questionnaire was not surprising. This is consistent with the previous studies regarding the relationships among different clinical and functional constructs in people with a history of ankle sprain (17, 21). As an instance, Hadadi et al in 105 participants with a history of ankle sprain found a significant correlation between FAAM and pain intensity (r=0.64) (21). Additionally, Mazaheri et al reported moderate correlations between Persian FAAM and SF-36 subscales (17).

The moderate correlations of Identification of Functional Ankle Instability (IdFAI) with FAAM and FAOS scores may be explained by the difference of constructs which these scales are designed to measure. Although FAAM and FAOS are foot- and ankle-specific instruments, they are specifically developed to measure a variety of clinical and functional outcomes in people with foot and ankle injuries. A wide variety of factors contribute to the clinical manifestations and functional disability in people with an ankle sprain. Therefore, it seems reasonable that these outcomes are only partly determined by, and consequently correlated with, the degree of ankle instability (14, 17).

CFA on all scores of subjects with a history of lateral ankle sprain showed that a three-factor model of the AI proposed by Docherty et al (5) fitted well to our data according to the reference data points. All the calculated indices were between zero and one with high values which indicate a good fit of three-factor model (19). The Docherty's model also provided estimates of the factor loadings and correlations between the AI factors. All factor loadings were significant so items were interpreted as valid parts of the relevant factors. As the results showed the satisfactory fit for a three-factor model, we recommend using this version of the AI and its 3 factors in both clinical practice and research setting.

**Conclusion**

The Persian version of AI may be considered as a simple, reliable, and valid questionnaire for identifying the severity of functional ankle instability, measuring treatment outcome, and monitoring progress. Using AI to diagnose and classify subjects with FAI, will enable researcher and clinicians more homogenous subject groups to be determined and compared in the future studies because this instrument is useful to identify the degree of ankle instability.

**Limitations**

Therefore, the results do not necessarily indicate the ability of the questionnaire to show the effectiveness of different interventions. Subjects with severe (high grades) ankle sprain were dominant in our sample, which limits the generalizability of the results to the patients with mild and moderate sprains.
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